Similar combinations
customwriting

Such combinations do not fit into the framework of overwhelming norms, but an animation effect is
created, expressiveness is enhanced. Constant
When the techniques are used in sustainable phrases, for example: a three-year kingdom, kind well
done. When writing fiction, the authors use:
estimated epitats (unbearable heat, lost feelings);
descriptive (tired heart);
Emotional (dull autumn, sad time).
Thanks to the epithets, the art phrase becomes expressive. How to find epithets in the text?
Let's try to figure out what epithets are in Russian and how to recognize them in a written
presentation? They are posted immediately after the word determined.
To achieve depth in the story and strengthen the specific sound, the authors have epithets in a
vertical position, that is, torn apart from each other. Famous Russian poets, when writing poems,
placed them at the end of the string. When reading such creations, the reader felt mystery.
To identify them in an artistic work, you need to remember that they perform different parts of
speech. They are used as an adjective: Golden Laugh Bubakers, Mysterious Sounds of Violin.
You can also meet in the form of adverbs, for example: I prayed warmly. Often have a view of a
noun (disobedience evening); numeral (third hands).
For the conciseness of the statement, you can use as communion and exclusive adjectives (what if
I, Pensive, can you come back?), Tempecism. Epitts in literature
What is epithet in literature? An important element without which it is impossible to do when writing
artwork. To write an exciting story that will attract the reader, it is important to resort to such
receptions. When there are many in the text, it is also bad.
When a certain image, the subject or phenomenon is described by the epithets, they will become
expressive, although neologisms can be used.
They have other goals, namely:
emphasize the characteristic feature or property of the object, which is described in the presentation,
for example: Blue sky, wild animal;
clarify and clarify a sign that will help distinguish one or another subject, for example: purple leaves,
crimson, gold;
Used as the basis for creating something comic, for example. The authors combine contrasting

words: bright brunette, bright night;
Allow the writer to express your opinion to the described phenomenon;
Help inspire the subject, for example: the first ringing of the spring rinsing, rumbles in the sky with
dark blue;
Create an atmosphere and cause the necessary emotions, for example: someone else's and lonely
to everything;
To form your opinion from readers to what is happening, for example: a small scientist, but a pedant;
Often use epithets in poems, poses, novels and stories. They make them alive and fascinating.
They cause readers their emotions to what is happening.
It is safe to argue that without epithets, the literature would not fully exist.

